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Forgive Us: We Know Not What We Do.
Effective branding is within everyone’s grasp – from the largest companies to solopreneurs. But we make so many
mistakes when we build a company because we are fighting short-term fires and not thinking about the proper
targeted strategy that will reap exponential rewards in the long run.
Branding does not have to be some bloated, expensive effort that only companies like Apple or Nike can afford. If
you run a small business, you need to spend time thinking about and conveying your brand as well – at whatever
budget you have to spend. Brand is more than just your logo or website - it's your essence, your core. It's the
experience people have with you, the impression you leave in their minds. So you really need to think about the
impression you want to impart and ensure that you communicate it consistently in three important ways:
Visually, verbally and experientially.
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Only with consistent exposure to your brand promise through every touchpoint will customers connect with you
and become rabid fans, thus increasing your profits over the long term.
A clear brand strategy serves as a compass for other marketing investments, such as partners, advertising, and
events. Basically any decision your company makes will be a smarter one if you start with the brand strategy first
and use it as a compass. This helps you avoid throwing away money on what I call “random acts of marketing” and
ensures that you only invest in activities that move your business forward.
If you need to save money, the best thing you, the entrepreneur, can do is sit down and create a clear, strong brand
strategy before any marketing, design, or development takes place. This entails defining who you are, what you
represent, what feelings you want to evoke, what value you provide, how you price things, who your ideal audience
is, and how to best reach them. To do this, you must sit down and answer some crucial questions. Entrepreneurs
who ignore this phase and launch right into creating a website or investing in marketing programs are just
throwing away their money. When you have no destination, every path appears to lead down the Yellow Brick Road
to the Emerald City of Profits..
“Know thy audience and thy brand strategy” and you will know the best design options, communication vehicles,
and marketing tactics in which to invest. Translation: only pay for things that will move you forward and give you
a return on your investment. Saving $1000 and then ultimately losing $10,000 in sales opportunities because you
didn’t connect with your target customer is not a good investment strategy.
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What is Brand and Why Does it Matter?
Brand is the promise you make to customers. It’s your reason for being, your mission, the value you provide, and
your differentiation all rolled up into one bundle. You can think of brand as reputation or personality. What do
people think of – where do they slot you in their brain – when they hear your name or see your logo or buy your
products?
Given that this goes way beyond a logo, your brand matters in three core ways:
1. Clarity: Your brand strategy charts every decision you need to make about your business. Think of it as a
Litmus test that helps you only invest in things that work. This means not just design, but also advertising,
partners, new hires, new products or services – even distribution strategies and how you price. With a clear
brand strategy as your guide, these decisions are much easier to make and are grounded in a clear, consistent
message.
2. Customers: A clear brand is like a beacon that attracts the very customers you want to your goods or services.
It gets people talking about you (the best kind of marketing) and attracts the exact buying audience you
need to be successful. If you are clearly communicating to a focused group of people, you can exert less effort
for maximum reward by strongly speaking to the people that matter, rather than shouting to everyone and
impacting no one.
3. Coin: A strong brand strategy guides your decisions, as we mentioned above. And that ensures not only that
you invest in the right things that work, thus maximizing your profits, but also that you avoid the wrong
things, thereby saving yourself money as well as hours of time and frustration. The net-net? Your cash register
will sing!

How to Save Yourself: Avoid the 7 Deadly Sins of Branding
Here are 7 Deadly Branding Sins to avoid so that your business can engage, inform, and delight your customers.
Most importantly, your customers keep coming back for more.
SIN #1: Trying to be all things to all people
If you don’t focus on a specific ideal or persona representing your target audience and merely try to reach anyone
who will listen, you are setting yourself up for failure. You cannot be all things to all people. If you try, you will end
up alienating or repelling one group or the other. So, focus on the two or three niches that really matter and go
deep. Get to know them, create an ideal client persona for which you can aim. The more intimately you know this
person and their daily life – their likes, dislikes, demographic data, where they get their information, what groups
they belong to, what magazines they read – the more your brand communications will be talking to someone and
resonating with them, forming a connection versus sending out bland generic messages that speak to a fictional,
made-up blob. Brand communications that matter to people are the ones that speak their language, talk to their
needs, and understand the benefits that they care about.
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SIN #2: Talking about yourself, not what your customers care about
Too many businesses talk about what they do and not what the customers gets. Customers are selfish beings.
They only care about “what’s in it for me?” So tell them. Don’t start everything with “I do this” or “We sell that.”
Tell customers what value or benefit they get from what you do. If you hook them with the “why”, then they’ll
care about the “how.” Paint a vision of what their life will be like and what pain you solve before launching into
how you do it. What will they gain from using your products or services? More time? Less stress? The praise of
coworkers? A promotion? A new customer of their own? More energy? Think about your messages from their
point of view, not your own.
SIN #3: Talking the talk, but not walking the walk
You can’t just “slap a coat of brand paint” over your business and expect people to believe. You have to be
authentic. If your brand screams that customer service is your number-one priority, then it had better be easy
to reach someone on the phone or get an email response in less than eight hours. Your brand should start from
your authentic strengths and differentiators – and then you need to be prepared, inside and out, to deliver on that
brand promise. Telling people that you do something is much less powerful than showing them. And since brand
is not just visual and verbal, but experiential as well, then your store/website/consultants must be set up to deliver
what you say you will. That means your brand extends way beyond your marketing team to your operations,
your policies, your hiring practices. and your employees. Think about brand from the inside out to ensure that
customers get the consistency of experience required to make the brand truly stick.
SIN #4: Creating a logo and design look before thinking through your brand strategy
Would you build a house without architecture plans? Even more than that, would you start decorating the house
before the foundation was even poured and you knew what rooms you had to work with? Too many businesses
start with the visual aspects before thinking through the purpose of the logo or design look-and-feel, what
messages they should communicate, and to whom.. Before you can work with a designer or writer, you need to
know your business’ brand promise and what audience you are trying to reach. Only then can you pick a name or
logo or colors that will convey the exact right message and will attract the exact right customers. Before you deal
with the tactics, you need to have the strategy in place—or be prepared for countless billable hours and many stress
headaches in your future.
SIN #5: Forgetting that little things mean a lot
Similar to #3, brand must reach beyond the visual into both the verbal and experiential. This means that every
single customer touchpoint needs to deliver the same compelling, delightful, and consistent message—each and
every time. And you need to think about everything down to the smallest details: how you wrap purchases, how
you word your automated emails, how you follow-up with customers, which gifts you buy clients. Then, you must
use all of those touchpoints as a way to seal your brand into their hearts and minds. This is what makes a company
“buzzworthy”. Those touches should be consistent with the brand and who you are. If your auto-email is witty and
snarky and makes people laugh, that’s great, but not if your brand is more conservative and refined. Make sure the
little things you do are consistent with your brand. Find all the different ways to surprise your audience with your
brand: email signatures, taglines, office voicemail messages, and more. I once worked for a company that even had
specific hold music when you called the main corporate number that was consistent with its brand. The company
saw that as another branding opportunity and didn’t want to waste it. This is really where you can get creative
about spending money, since many of these touches can be free or inexpensive – you have to do them anyway,
right?
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SIN #6: Skimping on good design
We’ve all seen it – and maybe done it. We spend money on lawyers or accountants to build our business the right
way, but when it comes to something like a logo or a website, we think, “Hey, my neighbor’s teenage niece knows
how to use Illustrator! Maybe she can do my logo for free.” Or, “I just need to get a simple website up. Let me just
slap together a DIY template and get the page up and running.”
While these are steps you may need to take initially to get your business off the ground and money coming in the
door, skimping on well-thought-out and intentional branding for the long term can cost you much more in lost
sales down the road.
And while brand is more than the visual identity, your logo and design are still key parts of the brand and the first
thing people will see. Buyers make decisions subconsciously and need to be attracted to your look-and-feel first
before they will learn enough about your company to buy from you. Just like dating, your appearance does not
define who you are in total but it does count in initial first impressions. In addition, if potential customers hear
one thing about you through word of mouth but get a different visual impression, this causes disconnect and
confusion and could make them or her turn away. So why do so many entrepreneurs try to cut corners on such an
important part of the brand?
Hiring unqualified people or designers who don’t ask you anything about your value proposition, differentiators,
or target audience is not the way to save money. I talk to many people who threw away money because their brand
strategy was not yet baked and they wasted money on design before they were really ready. Good design is a skill:
it’s a skill that involves taking a message and communicating it visually, not just creating a pretty picture. You will
lose more in lost sales by getting this part wrong than you will save on cutting corners.
SIN #7: Forgetting that “no brand” is still a brand choice
Even if you think branding is all “fluff ” and has no bearing on sales, your choice to not deal with brand is actually
a brand choice. Make sense? If you create a plain black and white email or purely functional website, that is still
a brand choice that communicates something to the customer – just maybe not the communication you had in
mind. Worse yet, it can actually repel the customer from your product or service. I once received an email from
a winery, a black- and-white, boring “business letter”-looking thing. And while the copy talked about a “unique
wine experience” and factually gave me all the information on the wine and the vintage, I was completely turned
off. They seemed utilitarian, stuffy, and boring: the last adjectives I want to associate with a pleasant wine-drinking
experience. So, yes, they could check the box that they sent me some good information but it was dressed in some
awful clothes that all but ensured I will never turn to them as experts in good wine – especially when I’m selecting
my next wine gift to impress a dinner party hostess.
Not every brand needs to be “warm”, “refined”, or “hip”. There is a time, place, and market for everything – but
you need to ensure your brand is communicating the right personality for the ideal customer niche that you want
to target. Sometimes that can mean “cheap and disposable”, in which case plain black and white and a boring
email header might indeed work well for you. I’m just saying you need to think about it before you act. People
are complex creatures and no matter what your product or service, you need to create an emotional or human
connection with your brand. So every word, every color, every marketing activity makes a statement about your
brand. If you ignore that, then you do so at your own business peril.
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How to avoid eternal stagnation
Redemption is available. By avoiding the pitfalls described above and creating a clear, well-thought-out brand
strategy before you create logos, craft messaging, or spend money on advertising, you can save your business
soul. You can be the business that flies higher than the competition, the one with all the buzz, the one with loyal
customers who Tweet about you and promote you on Facebook.
Keeping this brand in mind across everything that you do is the key to really getting your message across to the
right people at the right time so they remember you—and your brand “sticks”. Just stay focused on what the
customer needs and wants and builds your brand story from there. This will help you connect with customers and
constantly evolve and grow. And remember to infuse that brand into every decision you make: from website colors
to business partners.
This white paper is just a tease of the useful, practical nuggets you’ll glean from my book, Branding Basics for
Small Business: How to Create an Irresistible Brand on Any Budget (2010, Norlights Press) available at www.
brandingbasics.info, or at Amazon.com and BN.com. Designed for entrepreneurs, solopreneurs, small biz owners
and non-profits, the book breaks down what brand really is, why it matters to your bottom line, and offers a simple
10-step process for crafting your own brand strategy – before you spend a dime on logo design, marketing, or PR.
If you want to make your marketing investments yield greater ROI (and save your sanity in the process), then this
book is for you.
Now go out there and delight your customers with the right juicy, delicious messages they need to hear.
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